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Location: , , Pakistan

Category: other-general

Job DescriptioniOS developer roles responsible for the development and maintenance of

our large scaled service based application aimed at a range of iOS devices including mobile

phones and tablet computers.Your primary focus will be development of iOS applications

and their integration with back-end services.You will be working alongside other

engineers and developers working on different layers of the infrastructure.Therefore, a

commitment to collaborative problem solving, sophisticated design, and the creation of

quality products is essential.Responsibilities:Design and build applications for the iOS

platformEnsure the performance, quality, and responsiveness of applicationsCollaborate with

a team to define, design, and ship new featuresIdentify and correct bottlenecks and fix bugsHelp

maintain code quality, organisation, and automatizationSkills:A Solid Understanding of iOS

platformProficient with Swift languageExperience with iOS frameworks such as Core Data, Core

Animation, Core Graphics and Core Text.Experience with offline storage, threading, and

performance tuningFamiliarity with RESTful APIs to connect iOS applications to back-end

servicesKnowledge of other web technologies and UI/UX standardsUnderstanding of Apple’s

design principles and interface guidelinesExperience with performance and memory tuning

with toolsFamiliarity with cloud message APIs and push notificationsKnack for benchmarking

and optimisationProficient understanding of code versioning tools such as Git, Mercurial or

SVN.Familiarity with continuous integration- Excellent communication and problem solving

skillsGood to have:Swift UI- Experience developing business appsExcellent communication

skillsInnovative and out of box thinkingSelf-motivated and creative problem-solving

skillsBelieve in taking responsibilitiesWhat we are offering:A handsome salary competitive to
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current market.Flexible working hours- Friendly EnvironmentMassive opportunity to growth

towards managerial position.Required SkillsWeb DevelopmentWorking Hours: MORNING

SHIFTQualification Required: SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
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